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9. My basic critique and statertent is "An amendment to Fortuna-
tov's Law," Sunítí Kumar Chatterji Commemoration Volume (ed.
Bhakti Prasad Mallik), University of Burdwan, West Bengal,
1981, 106-12. I then revised my formulation to broaden the

scope of the law : "A revised amenclment to Fortunatov's Law,"
Indo.Iranían ïournal 25, 1983, 275-6. KZ 98, 1985, 59' adds

another example.

10. IEW 8O3 lists only OCS platsno for this cognate set, which must
reflect an original nomen instrument of the type KOITOS, the
original force being 'an instrument of covering'.

11. Chatterjí Commemoration Volume 108, following Burrow.

12. Note that according to F¡isk, GEW 1.397-A, the Ionic 4 is an
innovation, and therefore will not support a set reconstruction.

13. Chatterii Commemoralton Volume 708.

14. See IEW 807; E. P. Hamp, Iournal ol Línguístics 3, 1967,89.
15. See my analysis of this cogûate set, KZ 96, 1982/83, 1.75.

f6. This represents a reversal of my opinion of Chatterji Commemo-
ration Volum¿ 109. For the equivalence of suffixes cf. KOIVO'S,
Mûnchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschalt 38, 1979, 86.

17. See my analysis KZ 98, 1985, 59, which rejects Chatterji Com-
memoration Volume 109.

18. I will show elsewhere that this instance was in fact demonstrably
not isolated, and that Romany provides us with the essential
evidence for one more such case of the simplification of an initial
clustel.

19. "Indo-European '6', "Línguistíc and Literary Studies in honor of
Archibald A. Hill (eds. M. A. Iazayery, E. C. Folome', W.
fuinter¡. The Haque : Mouton (4 vols.) 1978. 3: 81-90. See

additionally Indo-Iranían lournal 25, 1983, 102 (on East lranian),
and Baltística 20, 1984, 61-3 (on the Baltic ordinal).

20, For some time the gravity of the [u] rounding could have been
assigned to the /¿ segment.

21. Reichelt S $ 78, 79.

22, For the same phonetic merger in the opposite direction . cf
Lithuanian 'rs (as a result of kruí) > s. Cf. also the later his-
tory of Inilo.Aryan.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SANSKRIT FOR THE
LARYNGEAL TIIEORY

R. S. P. BEEKES

l. It would seem appropriate for me on this occasion
to speak on Sanskrit and the laryngeal theory. We corflüe-
mofate the discovery that Sanskrit is cognate with the languages
of Europe. Therefore it is natural to concentrate on Sanskrit-
The acceptance of the laryngeal theory, on the other hand, is
one of the most impoftant new developments in Indo-European
linguistics, though it is not really a new discovery ; in fact it
is more than a hundred years old. But it is only in the last
years that the majority of scholars have accepted it. The recent
book of Bammesberger (S'tudien zur Laryngaltheorie, Göttingen
1984) and that of Lindeman (The triple representation of
Schwa in Greek and some related problems of Indo-European
phonology, Oslo 1982), which go far towards denying the
theory, show that resistance is not yet dead. The debate on
the exact form of the theory is now also coming to an end.
There are still many details to, be settled br-rf, though these are
very interesting, thev do,not afiect the theory as such.

2. My teacher in Indo-European linguistics, F. B. J.

Kuiper, who was professor of Sanskrit in Leiden university in
the Netherlands, early recognized the importance of tho laryn-
geal theory. He wrote e.g. in 1947 an article on the "Traces
of Laryngeals in Vedic Sanskrit" (in the Festschrift Vogel).
My dissertation was devoted to the laryngeals in Greek, and
after that I wrote on several aspects of the theory. Thus Leiden
has become a 'stronghold of laryngeals'.

3. It is a widespread misunderstanding that Hittite is
essential to the laryngeal theory. In fact, the Hittite
contribution is interesting and strongly confumative, but it is

not essential. The laryngeal theory was conceived when Hittite
was not yet known. It is based mainly on Sanskrit and Greek,
which are in general tho two most archaic Indo-Europ€an
Ianguages. I will return to this point at the end of my lecture.

Let me briefly state the essential facts of the laryngeal
ü*ry, as I see it.
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Proto-Indo-European had three laryngeal consonants,

'commonly called'one, two' and 'three' (hr, hr, fts). The second

laryngeat changed an adjacent *e into a, the third one changed

an *e into o. The first laryngeal did not affect an *e. A laryn-

.geal that followed a vowel and stood before a consonant

lengthened that vowel (mostly). Between consonants a laryn-
g"ul 

"ith"t 
disappeared or became a vowel. In Sansk¡it it be-

came an t if it did not disaPPear.

It shot¡ld be stressed that this is nearly tho whole system :

in fact it is very simPle.
4. Relatively little attention has been paid to the identi-

fication of the laryngeals. On the one hand this is not neces-

'sary : we can call them simply Xr, X, and Xs' On the other

hand the reconstructed PIE language was a real language, and

we should determine the phonetic nature of its phonemes' I
cannot go into this matter now. Last year in Pavia, in Italy' I
tried to show that the laryngeals were, respectively, a glottal

stop, a pharyngeal and a labialized pharyngeal' and I pointed

to ìh" "iot.ti 
parallel to such a system, which is found in

.Shuswap, a language in Northern America' Thus :

hy:flottal stop, ?

h2:pthatyngeal,{
åg:labialized pharyngeal, (ç
Thus it çannot be objected that the laryngeals were no rea'l

:sounds.

5. Other phonemes assumed for PIE must, as a result' be

cancelled: the voiceless aspirates, supposed to live on in Skt'

ph, th, kh, did" not exist. Also I am convinced that PIE did not

havo the phonemes *s and *ã" But I see no reason to deny

the existence of *e and *o.

6. I wanted to review shortþ the Sanskrit evidence for

the theory.
The laryngeal theory can be described as the view that

the reduced íolel, * â , the 'schwa', identifred by the corres-

pood.o"" Skt. i-other languages 
-Q'. 

ot zeÍo, was a consonant'

The result is that this souñd i* a ) was not a reduction of a

i*g uo*"t, as the ablaut *e/â etc' suggested' but an.indepen-

deãt phoneme, that could occur in al1 positions' This a-spect'

that tie laryngeal was a coûsonant that could occur freely'
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like all otler phonemes, has not been sufficiently stressed
hitherto in presentations of the laryngeal theory.

7. That the PIE 'schwa' was a consonant is shown by
Sanskrit in many ways. Let us take the best known example
of the 'schwa', tåe word for 'father', Skt. pitdr-, Lat. pøter,
Goth. fadør etc. The correspondence Skt, ¿'-othe,r languages
ø points to, or rather is defrned as, a 'schwa'. Already for this
word we can show that this sound must have been a consonant,
but then we need Iranian. In Gatha-Avestan the word for
father is pta. The essential point is that, if the word had
always had a vowel, tlis could not have been lost, since vowels
in the prehistory and earþ history of Indo-kanian were not
lost ; a consonant, however, could have been lost. Hefe, then,
the evidence comes not from Sanskrit, but Sanskrit presonts
other evidence of this kind. In 19'47 Kuiper already pointed
to forms with and without ¿, as in vdnitã. (RV 3.13,3) but
plural vantãtah. It is clear that some forms of the paradigm
had i whereas others had no vowel. Until now there is no
general agreement on the distribution and the explanation of
it ; in fact, attention has concentrated almost only on the words
for 'father' and 'daughterr', which must have had this alternation.
Essential here is that we can o'nly explain the phenomenon by
assuming a consonant which was vocalized or not (and then
lost).

In some special environments loss of the laryngeal has

been assumed. Thus between s and n, as in the genitive of the
word for 'blood', asndh, as compared with }Jitt. nom. eshar,

gen. islunas. Also before a i the laryngeal would have been
lost, as in Skt. kravyd-, if from *kreuh2-; or in the oblique
cases of sdkhd. 'companion', like dat. sdkhye 1*sokwhz-i-ei.
However, I am not certain that there are no other explanations,

e.g. that the laryngeal was lost in the nom. ø'syk < *hpsh2'

¡ (-). Thus salkhve could have its stern from the nom.

sdkhd 1*sokwhz-ëi.
Loss of the laryngeal between consonants is also seen in

the second mernber of compounds, as in devd-tta''god-given' ;

or in bhdga-tta- 'giÎï' < *-dhti'.

8. I shall now folloryv systematically the positions in which

{ laryngeal could occur in the word.
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a-fter the consonant of ihe reduplicaiion, e.g. *Ílnar-Hnar-

) *nari.nar-.

9.2. At the beginning of the -word before vowel a laryn-
geal was lost in Sanskrit, as in other languages (except in sotne

cases in Hittite). Here again, of collrse, a consonant is con-

cerned. The original presence of the laryngeal can be demon-

stuated in the case of lia- 1 *hzi-hzg'-e-, which shows that

aj- originated from *hze{-'

10. 1. Within the word, a laryngeal between consonants

gives the fype pita'r-, which we discussed at the beginning
(section 7). Here it tnust be noted that a laryngeal in this
position which was not vocalized aspirated a preceding stop,

as appears ftom duhita'r-, which got its y'¿' from g11 in forms

whe,re the iaryngeal was not vocalized.

I0.2. After consonant before vowel several phenomena

ale found. The first are the cases where the laryngeal is lost

without trace. Again this can only have occurred to a conso-

nant. E.g. ja'nas 1*gienh¡os. The most famous instance are

the nã-presents, e.g. punati, 1st pl. punímdh, 3rdBl' pundnti'

Here the ablaut õ/i shows a laryngeal, which was lost in
*pu-n-H-anti. If the laryngeal/schwa had been a vowel, we

would have expected a long vowel. The parallel wlfh yu-n-a!i-mi'

yu-ñ-j-ma'h, yu-ñ-i-dnti confirms that we have to do with an

original consonant.

Then there is the aspiration of a stop' I need not repeat

such instances as the word for 'big" gen. mahals 1*me8!-hz-o's

(where the laryngeal is shown by ntr. mdhi, Gt' me'ga) or the

word for 'puih', gen. pøthdh 1*pnt-H-o's, where Avestan

still has the aspirate only in the expected places (cf' nom'

panta 1*po'nt-eH-s). It is mostly stated that or:Íy h2 caused

in, urpitution, but I think there are good instances with l¿r :

the 2nã pl. ending -tha must coure from *thß, becatse of the

general ¿-vocalism of this form (Hitt' -tani does not prove 4-

íocalism ; note that it occurs in the primary ending, not in- the

secondary one) ; Skt' sddhi$, sadhCstha- will come frorn

*sed.-hr (år because of Lat' sëdës), as analyzed by Kuiper'

Instances of ph are taro. Perhaps raphita'-'miserable' is one'

ontheotherhandldonotbelievethattheborpibotí1
*pi-phs-,eti was caused by hr. Not only is this the only ins-

6

8.1. At the end of a word, after consonant, it became -i,.

as in the lst pl. ending -mah| Gr. metha 1*-medhh2'

8.2. Word finally after vowel a laryngeal caused length-'

ening, as in the instrumental ending -a 1*-eht' Both develop-

-"nt* -" not interesting, but in the latter case it has been

observed that in the Rigveda before vowef in pausa or at the

end of a pada a long vowel could be shortened' Thus we find

vrki, tanu (voc.), asura (voc' dtt'), prdyuklf (insir') for -1, -lt'

-¿. This shortening can only be understood as the loss of a

ûnal laryngeal, as was pointed out by my teacher, F' B' J' Kuiper'

9.1. At the beginning of a \ilord, a la'ryngeal before

coftsonant was lost in Sanskrit, as in most other languages'

Only in Greek (and Macedonian?), in Armenian and in Phry-

g-á *u, it vocalized. Thus we have Skt' rudhírai- 'red' but
-Gr. 

eruthro's ; Skt. nolr- 'marÌ but Gr' anër, AÍm' ayr' Pbr'

a.wff. It is impossible to assume a vowel here' as there is

nothing againsl Sanskrit forms **¿r¿¿dh-, "*¡no''' cf inaksati'

ira¡ya'lí. Thu for-, with the initial vowel can only be ex-

plained frorn a laryngeal. Thus this must have' been a corlso-

nant which w'as vocalised in some languages but not in others'

That such a consonant was present in (prehistoric) Sans-

krit, or at least in Indo-kanian, is shown by the lengthening of

a preceding vowel or the vocalization of the laryngeal after a

preceding consonant. Thus we havø viivd'-nara- 'belonging to

älJ' -"n'-; sûnalra- with *hzner- (as against su-nlti- 'leading

well') ; ór garta-ru' - 'ascending the chariot' (as against gartø'

sa'd-) .

A special instance is the long augment in a form llke ã'na[

(uor.¡ a'*¡1o-Hna|-, from na|- 'to attain'' Another special

"ur" 
*" the negative adjectives, a type of which Sanskrit has

ollly 
^* 

'not b-eing' 1*n-húr.tt (a further instance is demons-

trated by Forssman in the Hoenigswald Festschrift) ' A fourth

category where an original initiJ laryngeal can be seen is in

the intensive republicæion of the type vorî'vrt-' This is tradi-

üoouUy explained by assuming that a root with a final laryn-

g"ul *u, repeated in tttu reduplication (**darfl'darfl-)' How-

ãver, I pointed out that this is improbable' e'g' because two

final consonarits are never repeated in the reduplication' T:*
fore we must assumr inu, a ioot initiat laryngeal was vocalized
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tance of the supposed development, but there is reason to doubt

that thers was an opposition voiced : voiceless in PIE.
Thirdly a number of exceptions to Brugmann's law (PIE

*o in open syliable becomes Skt' ¿) are due to a laryngeal' Of

course, the laryngeal must here have been a consonant. It is

found in isolated words (ianø- 1*g'onhr-o-, Gt. gotnos), in

causatives (janclya- l xg'onh¡etie-), in the second member of

compounds (ã,-høvai 'invitation' < "g'houão', as against a-

havi- 'pail, bucket' I *gthouo-. (F{ere however, there is a

contradiction with the assumption fhat a laryngeal in the second

merntrer of a compound was lost ; see 7 and I2'2' Probably in

some cases the laryngeal was restored.) The rnost famous

exception is the 1st sg. perf. caka'ra as against 3rd sg' cakãt'a,.

which is explained by assuming that the endings were -h2e afid

-e resp. alter the sfem -k*or-' The reconstruction -h2e was

confirmed by Hitt. -hun (for *-ha), Lu:w. -ha, Lyc' -xa'

10.3. After consonant belore í, u fhere followed meta-

thesis when this sequence stood before consonant' "lhus pltd'
odrunk' must have developed ftom *pihstd- from oldet *phsi-to'-'

Such a metathesis, of course, concerned a consonant and a

vowel.
11. After vowel we must again distinguish difierent cases'

1 1 .1 . After vowel bef ore consonant the vowel was

lengthened, as \ryo saw already when we mentioned that of the

;dË;tñ-;¡a ià".1 the â wás a consonant' the larv^nge,al' As

iii, u r"educed'form of. C, this must have consisted of e-l-laryn-

geal, the ablaut becoming thus parallel to eîfi, er/r elc'

A special instance is the occurrence of Skt' ø instead of i

in some roots with a, as in paj-, pøira'-' The solution was

found by my colleague Lubotsky, who noted that this 4 occur-

red before voiced stops. Accepting the so-called glottalic theory

that voiced stops were in reality glottalized, in fact preglotta-

lized, sounds, he assumed that these forms had full grade' with

-uU-, of which the laryngeal coalesced with the following

gtottalic element (at leãst before consonant) ' -a}{?g >

árr, ug. This proves that the laryngeal was a glottal stop

ftJelf. ñrobably all laryngeals had fallen together in a glottal

stop in Indo-Iranian.
l.l,.2.Afte,rvowelandbelorevowelthelaryngealdis-

appearod, but in some cases such forms still show hiatus' which
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'can of course only have been caused by a consonantal element
between the vowels. Thus we find that bhas must still be read/
bha.as/ 1*bh(tHas 1*bheh2-os; gnas, nom. p1., must be read/
gnaas/ 1*gnaH-as. The gen. pl. ending -ãm must often be
rcad -øam. As this form is an Indo-Iranian creation (the PIB
ending was just *-o*), it proves that in Indo-trranian the laryn-
geal was still a phoneme in its own right. These cases are rare
in the R.igveda but regular in Gatha-Avestan.

LL.3. After vowel before resonant. Before a vocalic
nasal, which became c, we have ihe word fot 'wind', vata- 1
*h.2tteh¡tto-, which must still be read as a trisyllable (as in
Avestan). I know no instance of this sequence before f (FIE
r or /). Before i and u the laryngeal disappeared, fust leaving
hiatus, as in the superlative iye'q!ha-, to b'e read as a trisyllable,
< iva ÍI-ì;¡hc-. (k is often siated that before I a y developed,

as in rayim fuam *Hrehyím, which is incorrect. The y was

here introduced analogically).
12. Laryngeal after a vocalic resonúnt forms a special

category. Again we have to distinguish according to the fol-
lowing sounds.

12.I. Before consonatlt rH (and /1{) resulted in ir (at
in labial surroundings), rnH and nH becatno a. It was pointed
out very early (I9I2, by Cuny) that the 'schwa' (of *g'en7-,

SkL janïtdr-) in the zero grade *dn;- cannot have been a
vowei, as this form would hãve given t'*iñi-. Thus, instead of
pùrnøi- 'fu11' one would have expected *apriltd-. Therefore

the schwa:laryngeal must have been a consonant.

12.2. Belore vowel we find ir (ur) and am, an, as irt
tirdti <, xtrH-e'-ti, or in pura'þ 'beforo', Gr. pdros, from
*pyh2o's. Here the mere fact that the resonant was vocalic,

requires that the laryngeal was consonantal.

In compounds, both in the first member (before the

stress ?) and in the second member (after the stress ?) a laryn-

geal was lost, so that the resonant became consonantal : gru-

mu$¡À'handfull' from *g*¡y'lzu- (Skt. guru'- 'heavy') ; or d-
bhvq- 'monster' from *n-bhuhB-o'. This explanation' again, was

given by Kuiper.
1,3. Our short review, then, has established that by far

the most developments can only be understood by assuming a

consonantal sound. One might wonder how it is possible that
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this was not realized, and accepted, much earlier. The answer
is, I think, that it requires a genius to discover what seems so
evident a-fterlvards. A genius like De Saussure, who rvas not
only the greatest of lndo-Europeanists, but also the founder of
modern general linguistics.

14. It is not possible to establish on the basis of Sanskrit
that there were three larvngeals. Still, it can easily be seen how-

one arrived at three laryngeals. Take the root Skt. stl¿a--. This
goes back to *sta-, as appears e.g. from Gr. (Dor.) hístami.
We have seen that such long vowel roots have a schwa, i.e. a

laryngeal, in the zero grade. Thus the root was *staH-. Now
it is virtually excluded that this root had a FIE short vowel *ø.

Apart from the fact that PIE did not have an *a at all, there
is no other verbal root with *a ; and it would be extremely
improbable if it occurred only in long vowel roots, i.e. before
a laryngeal. Thus an a-colouring laryngeal is required (*stehz-).
In the samo way the long vowel roots in õ and Z require an
o-colouring and a non-colouring laryngeal (eh¿ ) o, eh1 ) e).

15. We have seen that the laryngeal theory can be, and
in fact was to a gteat extent, deduced from Sanskrit. Only for
the distinction of the (three) different laryngeals do we need

the help of other languages : as in Sanskrit *e and *o merged
with tho c-sound which resulted from h2e, the distinction bc-
tween the three laryngeals became (mostly) impossible. Though
there might be one exception. According to Brugmann's law
an *o in open syllable became d in Sanskrit. Now there are.

a - very - few cases where it seems that an o resulting from
hse did not result in a (e.g. dnas'cart',Í'at. onus, PIÐ xhsenos;

this explanation was suggested by Hamp ; my colleague Lubotsky
is going to discuss these cases).

Thus as one might expect, the most archaic of IE langu-
ages provides full evidence for the laryngeal theory. It may

be clear, even from this shor'r survey, how important the

traryngeal theory is. I regard it as the most important single

discovery in the history of Indo-European linguistics, only

comparable with the discovery that *e and xo were original

PIE vowels, and the discovery of the vocalic resonants. But
these were much easier affairs, as appsars from the fact that

they were quickly accepied; in the case of the laryngeal theory

it took a hundred years. As far as the results of the glottalic
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theory can be evaluated at the mornent, the laryngeal theory
is many times more important.

16. This brings me to a final remark on the antiquity of
the Sanskrit language. As is well known, it has been thought
for a time that Sanskrit was itself the mother of the European
languages. It is the inerit cf Sir William Jones, in his state-
ment of which r.ve celebrate ihe anniversary to-day, that he
sarv tha-l Sanskrit iogether with the other languages derives from
arr older tranguage r"'hich is lost.

Recently a treading scholar in the f,eld of Indo-European
linguistics, prof. li,4ayrhofer, described the history of the re-
sca¡'ch as a gradual moi¡ing alva-y fron-r Sanskrit (Sanskrit unctr

clie Sprachen Ai:teuropas, Gottingen 1983, e.g. p. lZ7). I{e
is '"indoubtedly right, and I think that the research will continue
on this path.

But ihis does not aiter the fact that Sanskrit is the most
archaic of the Indo-European languages, Only three other
languages could be considered for this position : kanian,
Hitiite ancl Greek. Of the kanian languages Gatha-Avestan is
as a whole as archaic as Sanskrit, but phonologically it has

r:lovcd a littJe farther a-vvay : you have to apply a number of
sounei laws to arrive from Sanskrit at Gatha-Avestan. And
then the corpus is so much smaller than the Rigveda. Only
iir cn: ihi;rg is Gatha-Ayestan more archaic : the laryngeals
bei',"ucen vowels ha.¿e been sysiematically preserred. Hìttrte lias
the rlrawbrck, ai pieseni, Î"ha,t so ni¡ch is still not explained
wilh cer'rainty ; in many cases we are no'r yet further than
po:::biiliies. So m¡-lcir is cieatr, hotrever, lhat, while Hittite
r¡tlins r¿r;r'y a-¡chaic elements, i'i sufferecl veÍ)/ manl/ losses a,nd

lbciefcre eannol iatke precedence over Sanskiil. Greek is very
a.r::hair inileeC. trf has lhe great ziCvantage that e-, o- and a'
vc¡caXi-.;:r (caused by h") ha:ve beeq Þteserved, also in the case

of the b.;iyngeals. iiut the loss of sorne intervocalic consonants

iìnil libe subseque;:rt vc',¡¡¡i cottractions make it less transparent
than Sanskrit. Cc lirs who1e, hcwe','et, both in nominal and

verir::l morphoiogy is Greek less arciraie than Sanskrit.

As regards ïuture iesearch, I think that the efiects of the

1a-ryngea"l theory have now been mainly worked out. The giot-

lalic theory r'vill not bring so much news. As to the motphology
-of the noun and the pronolrn, I havé recently suggested new
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perspectives (The Origin of the Indo-European Nominal Inflec-

tion, Innsbruck 1985 ; and "The Origin of the Indo-European

Pronominal fnflection" in the Festschrift Polomd)' Essential

changes are to be expected for the morphology of the verb

where Kortlandt's ideas must be worked out ("PIE verbal

syntax", .IIES lL, 1983, 3O't-324). At present we need con-

solidation of the recent advances' For my part, I am working

at both a short and a longer introduction to Comparative Indo-

European linguistics, in English.
I think that future research will take us far away from

Sanskrit. In fact I think that PIE was fundamentally difierent

frorn the IE languages we know and from the present recons-

tructions. Nevertheless the fact remains that Sanskrit is the

most archaic of the Indo-European languages'

Notes

1. hre¡e ehr;ê hr:glottal stoP, ?

hre;a ehr2a hr:PharYngeal, t
hre;o ehr¡õ hu:labialized pharyngeal'iw
CHC>Skt. i; elsewhere a or zero (H:any laryngeal)

2. Skt. pita/r-, Lat, pater, Goth. fada¡ ' pJB 'rphrte/r- ; GAv. ptâ

Skt, va'nitä, pl. vantã'rah: PIE *uenH-ter-

Skt. asna'h, Flitt. eshar, ishanas : PIE *hreshr-r' gen' *hresh¡n-o's.

Skt. krarya¿<*kreuh¡
Skt, sa'khye4 *sokwH-i-ei ; sa/khã4*sokv¡H-ei
devaatta-( *deiuo-dhr to-

3. -CH -mahi (*-medhh,
4. -VH instr. -ã q*-eht; vrki <-iH
5. HC- rudhiraa, Gr, eruthro's < *htrudhro's

a) vi6vl-nara- < *vi6va-Hnara-

b) augment ã'natr 4 *¡¡u-¡¡ou5-

c) negat. adj. ã'sat 4*n-hrs¡t
d) intens. red. not *darH-da¡H but *Hnat-Hnar') +narinar-

6. TW- aj- 4*hreg,-; íia- 4*hri-hrg'-
7. CHC duhita'r- ' ''dhughtar- 4*dhughrter-
8. CHV ja'nas- (*g'enhr-os

pu-n-ãLti <¡n-ethr-ti cf. yu-n-a'j-mi
pu-n-î-ma'h 4-n-hr-me's Yu-ñ-i-ma'h
pu-n-.a/nti (-n-hr-e'nti 1'u-ñ-i-a'nti

gen. patha4l 4 *ppt-H-o/s ; Av. nom. panta 4 *po/nt-êH-s

2nd pl. -tha ç*-thre; sa/dhi-s-, sadh-a'stha- 4*sedhr-
raphitã/- ; pi'bati 4*pi-phr-e-ti
Brugmann's law a) ja'na- 4*g'onhro-; b) iana'ya- 4*g'onhr*
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e'ie-; c) ã-hava'- (*8íhouHo; d) ist sg. caka'ra <*-kwor'
h*e

CIìi/u pitat ¡*piHta- ç*Phuite'
VHC pãj- ; *pehrg/ro-¡ *p¿? ?jra-) *pa?jra-pajra-

VHV bha's: /bha'as/ q*bha{Has q*bhe'hros
VHR vã'ta-: /vaata-/ 1*(H)vaHata- q*hruehrnto-; jyeçtha-

4 *'jyaH-istha-

*tU-" *g/nâ-t*'rjñi- ; xpl !no¿.) **prip¿'- : pür4a/- 4*plhrnoa
RH-C tira'ti 4 *t¡hr-e-ti ; pura'h 4 +p¡hro's

gru-mustil : *'g*rhru->*g*.r- ; a'bhva- 4+¡-bhu(H)o-
Skt. sthã- : *stã- ( *staH- : *steht
Skt. a'nas-, Lat. onus (*onos:*h.enos

9.
10.
11.
12.

13

l4

15
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h*e

CIìi/u pitat ¡*piHta- ç*Phuite'
VHC pãj- ; *pehrg/ro-¡ *p¿? ?jra-) *pa?jra-pajra-

VHV bha's: /bha'as/ q*bha{Has q*bhe'hros
VHR vã'ta-: /vaata-/ 1*(H)vaHata- q*hruehrnto-; jyeçtha-

4 *'jyaH-istha-

*tU-" *g/nâ-t*'rjñi- ; xpl !no¿.) **prip¿'- : pür4a/- 4*plhrnoa
RH-C tira'ti 4 *t¡hr-e-ti ; pura'h 4 +p¡hro's

gru-mustil : *'g*rhru->*g*.r- ; a'bhva- 4+¡-bhu(H)o-
Skt. sthã- : *stã- ( *staH- : *steht
Skt. a'nas-, Lat. onus (*onos:*h.enos

9.
10.
11.
12.

13

l4

15
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